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Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance:

Rocky Mount Mills was first constructed in 1818, burned by Union troops in 1863, rebuilt in 1865, burned again in 1869, and rebuilt in 1870 on 20.26 acres straddling Falls Road south of the Tar River. The main mill buildings are two-story brick structures with three-story brick towers and a three-story brick bell tower. Remnants of the original building remain. Other significant features of the mill complex include a two and one-half story brick boiler room and a two-story Greek Revival frame building erected in 1835 for Colonel Benjamin D. Battle as a residence and now used as a company office.

The present complex (see sketch map) comprises buildings from antebellum, postwar, and twentieth century development. Originally the mill complex included 136 housing units, which were part of a 129.19 acre site. Today less than 50 of the frame structures are left scattered along River Road and Falls Road. Among them is a one and one-half story structure (a) east of Falls Road near the southern edge of the fenced compound which comprises most of Rocky Mount Mills' present mill site. This building has been used as the company's personnel office since 1946. Formerly a superintendent's residence, the building is marked by a porch on three sides and a five window dormer on the west, overlooking Falls Road.

North of the personnel office and facing Falls Road is the company office (b) a handsome two-story Greek Revival house built in 1835 for Battle. This white rectangular frame building, four bays long by five bays wide, has a gabled tin roof, nine-over-nine windows, four outside end chimneys with corbeled caps, and a four pillared front portico with railed balcony above. The carefully finished interior survives as well. This too was once a superintendent's home.

Directly to the east, or behind the office, is a one-story shipping office (c) on a site where cotton warehouses once stood, according to Sanborn maps. Set on brick piers, the rectangular wood structure has a gabled tin roof and brick parapets. A smaller board and batten storage shed with brick foundation, tin roof, and open east end stands beside the shipping office on the south, immediately to the rear of the personnel office across a paved drive.

North and somewhat east of the company office is the boiler house (d) once used as the receiving department and still marked by a sign designating it as such. A rectangular building extending on an east-west axis, it has parapets at either end of its medium gable-tin roof. Like the rest of the building, the parapets are brick. The windows on the south have been bricked in. Two semi-elliptically arched entrances appear on the south side and one on the west. The boiler house, now used for other purposes, including administrative offices, was built in the early 1890s.
The boiler house is connected to the main mill buildings by a two-story brick structure with wood purlins exposed under its sloping tin roof. At the end nearest the mill, this former engine room and machine shop has a three-story bell tower (e) rising from its northwest corner. The bell tower, also of brick, has round arches in its third story where the bell is exposed to view from all four sides. Behind the bell tower are several recent brick additions.

Although vestiges of the original antebellum mill building can be seen on the river side in the foundations as well as the mill race, dam, and shaft opening, the main mill buildings which now occupy the site were built after the fire of 1869.

Immediately north of the bell tower is Mill Number 3 (f) built in 1892. It is contiguous with Mill Number 1 (g) built in 1870 and enlarged in 1871, on the east, and with Mill Number 2 (h) built in 1889, on the west. Mill Number 1 is a rectangular structure on a north-south axis; the other two mill buildings run parallel to the river, that is east-west. At approximately equidistant intervals east and west of the bell tower, perhaps 250 feet apart, rise 50 foot high towers with hip roofs, between which vestiges of the 1869 structure may be seen.

The main mill buildings are of the same brown, common bond brick construction. They have wooden eaves three boards wide, with exposed, curved wooden purlins, and slightly gabled composition roofs. All windows are bricked in on the mill buildings. All three main mill buildings are two stories high and of typical mill construction, and all are rectangular.

Mill Number 1, the smallest of the three nineteenth century mill buildings, has been incorporated into a much larger, newer structure extending approximately 200 feet east of the eastern tower where Mill Number 1 intersects with Mill Number 3. This 1960s-vintage brick finishing building rises about four feet higher than Mill Number 3, extending south to the southern edge of the shipping, building, then east, then north, approaching the mill run in an irregular, steplike progression.

The machine shop and wheel house, including governors and water wheels dating back to 1924, are found on the river side (north) of Mill Number 3 near where it joins Number 2. This equipment is still used to furnish Rocky Mount Mills with some of its electric power.

Beyond the western tower which rises midway on the south side of Mill Number 2 is another addition extending to the river on the north and near Falls Road on the west. Added prior to World War II, this picker room is a two story brick structure with parapet at the east and west ends. As with other recent additions, it is distinguished by its red brick, as opposed to the brown brick employed in earlier structures.

To the south of Mill Number 2, and west of the western tower, a 1 1/2 story air conditioning building stands on a site once occupied by a company office. This
structure has wide eaves and a steeply gabled tin roof. Cooling towers rise west and east of the rectangular structure.

South of the air conditioning structure, and west of the present office and the boiler house, is a one story polyester building (i) set where a waste house once stood. The one story building was improved and extended in the early 1970s.

Across Falls Road from the mill compound (to the west) are brick warehouses (j) with tin roofs that slope to the south. The one story warehouses are separated by five parapets and extend approximately 250 feet in a diagonal moving away from Falls Road. Loading platforms are located on the east, or Falls Road side, of the warehouses.
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**Statement of Significance**

Rocky Mount Mills stands on approximately twenty acres at the falls of the Tar River. Originally established in 1818, it was the second cotton mill constructed in North Carolina and is the oldest in continuous operation in the state. Three present mill buildings, constructed in 1870, 1890, and 1895, are three story brick structures with three story towers and a two story bell tower. In the foundations of these buildings, as well as in the mill race, dam, and shaft opening, can be seen vestiges of earlier buildings. The Benjamin D. Battle House, a ca. 1835 Greek Revival building, is used as the company office. Associated with the Battle family, several of whom were prominent in the state's history, the mill operated with slave labor until 1852. Because of its contribution to the Confederate war effort, the mill was the target of a Union attack in 1863 and was in fact burned to the ground. It was rebuilt during the emergence of the "New South" and faced many of the Reconstruction woes common to southern businesses during that period. Since Reconstruction it has grown as one of North Carolina's major manufacturers, bridging the gap in a state which has evolved from a one-crop agricultural economy to one of rapidly expanding industrialization.

**Criteria Assessment:**

A. Representative of North Carolina's growth from an agricultural economy to a state of increasing industrialization; of the role of New England textile operators in the establishment of southern mills; the antebellum roots of postwar industrial development; and of the transition from slave labor to the growth of a working class.

B. Associated with the Battle family, several of whom were important and prominent in state's history. These include State Supreme Court Justice William H. Battle; William S. Battle, a member of the Constitutional Convention of 1861 which voted for secession; and James S. Battle, who was instrumental in the landmark case of State vs. Will which determined that a slave had a right to defend himself against attack.

C. Representative of mill architecture in the state in the latter part of the nineteenth century.
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In 1816 Joel Battle, who lived at the plantation Shell Bank on the Tar River, a few miles below what is now Rocky Mount, bought land around the Great Falls on Tar River at the Edgecombe and Nash County border. Here, along with his brother-in-law Peter Evans he began efforts to build a cotton mill which could utilize the available water power provided by the falls. To successfully plan and run their mill, they joined with Henry Donaldson, who had come from Rhode Island to North Carolina in hopes of establishing a mill and had experience in textile manufacturing.

Sometime in 1816 or 1817 Battle, Evans, and Donaldson completed the construction of a stone building in which their first cotton mill was housed. Around this time the community of Rocky Mount was established and named for the rocky mounds and ledges near the falls. Manufacturing began in 1818 and in the following year the building was enlarged. At that time the building was 76 feet long and 30 feet wide and had four floors. Donaldson purchased the machinery in Rhode Island and taught slaves how to operate it.

The three partners began their operation at a choice time, for the demand for cotton products was great. The invention of the cotton gin in 1793 and the development of upland cotton made the staple more easily grown and cheaply produced. As a result, cotton fabric became the "poor man's cloth" and the market for it grew at a remarkable rate in the antebellum period. Initially the Great Falls Mill, as it was called, served local areas. Planters primarily brought their cotton to the mill to be spun into yarn and then woven into cloth at home. But some coarse cloth, intended for slave clothing, was manufactured. A gristmill which ground corn for planters and farmers was also a part of the enterprise.

The Great Falls Mill was probably the second cotton mill established in North Carolina. The first was the Schenck Warlick Mill established in Lincoln County in 1815. It is gone. In 1820 Rocky Mount's plant processed 18,000 bales of cotton, and produced $7,500 worth of yarn. It employed 5 men, 3 women, and 12 children and paid them a total of $2,300 annually. Machinery consisted of 288 spindles "with the necessary cards, roping drawing, etc."

Apparently in 1821 a disagreement arose between Battle, Evans, and Donaldson bought out Evans's interest in the mill in that year, and four years later he sold his part of the mill property at Great Falls to Joel Battle for $15,000.

Joel Battle continued to operate the mill with slave labor. During the 1820s the mill sold most of its yarn locally, and throughout the decade the factory produced a daily allotment of twelve to fifteen pounds of yarn in five-pound skeins for the local market. In the late 1820s, however, the plant managed to expand its markets beyond the region and the state. In 1828 the Tarboro Free Press noted the expansion and reported that the Battle enterprise had recently shipped twenty bales of yarn to New York. Other markets at that time included Philadelphia and Boston. As the demand for cotton products remained large and the cotton economy flourished, the Battle Mill thrived and prospered.
In fact, the success of the mill so inspired magazine editor Hezekiah Niles in 1828 that he hailed the factory's accomplishments and urged the rest of the South to "join in the scuffle" with the north in the domestic cotton market.

Joel Battle died in 1829, and his estate was divided among his children. The mill became the property of "Battle and Bros." headed by the oldest son, William H. Battle, who later became a justice of North Carolina Supreme Court.

By 1833 the plant enjoyed a further surge in growth and the Battles boasted that "after struggling for fifteen years against the most adverse circumstances, the cotton factory at the Falls of the Tar River is in a state of successful operation" and asked the state's citizens to support what the owners considered "the oldest Cotton Factory in North Carolina." The increasing success was due partly to the hiring in 1830 of a trained cotton mill superintendent from Massachusetts, John Parker, whom the Battles also made a partner. The new superintendent brought new machinery with him and trained the slaves to operate it. In 1833 the Battles bought out his interest in the mill.

Two years later one of the Joel Battle heirs, Benjamin D. Battle, built a house near the mill. The house survived the Civil War and serves as the general office of the company.

In 1838 the North Carolina Legislature granted a charter to the mill company and the owners attempted to sell stock and form a corporation. The Battles sold the family turpentine holdings on the coast for funds to invest in the plant and convinced several planters to help them recapitalize the mill for $500,000. But in 1839 the price of cotton went up two cents per pound, and the planters elected to put their funds in cotton lands and slaves instead of the mill.

In a time when the South was economically tied to a one-crop agricultural existence, the mill at Rocky Mount represented one of the few efforts made by North Carolina citizens and other antebellum southerners to free the state and section from economic dependence upon the northern states and Europe for manufactured goods. In 1841 the Raleigh Register called for the need for "domestic manufacture" and cited the Battle factory as an example of possible future diversification and economic independence:

Battle and Brothers, the enterprising proprietors of the Cotton Factory at Tar River, have sent us a very handsome specimen of Cotton Twine manufactured at their establishment. The machinery, also, used in its preparation, was made by a North Carolinian; which imparts additional value to the article in our estimation. We were also shown a very neat specimen of Sewing Thread made at the same place. Why should our Merchants and Dealers obtain from distant markets those articles which experience has demonstrated we can manufacture as well and as cheaply at home? It is time that this unpatriotic habit should be discontinued, and our own Manufactures be encouraged.
In 1843 three brothers, William H., Benjamin D., and C. C. Battle, purchased the mill shares belonging to the other heirs of Joel Battle. These three continued to run the operation until 1847 when they sold it to their cousin James S. Battle and his son William S. Battle. 13

James S. Battle and his son were two of the wealthiest planters in North Carolina. In Edgecombe County in the last decade of the antebellum period James Battle owned $120,000 worth of real estate and 60 slaves; and William had land worth $24,000 and 90 slaves. 14 James Battle is particularly remembered in North Carolina history for his association with the State Supreme Court case of State vs. Will which involved the killing of an overseer on the Battle plantation by a slave named Will. Believing the slave justified in committing the homicide, Battle employed attorneys to defend him, and, having lost the case in local court, appealed to the North Carolina Supreme Court. There in 1834 Justice William Gaston acquitted Will of murder but found him guilty of "felonious slaying and killing" of the overseer. Within the case, however, Gaston rendered the then landmark and liberal decision that a slave had the right to defend himself against the unlawful attempt of a master to kill him. 15

Throughout most of the antebellum period slaves and a few free blacks provided the labor for running the mills at Rocky Mount. In 1851, however, whites replaced the black workers. The testimony of an antebellum manager of the mills concerning the labor transition has survived. He recalled:

I took charge of the Rocky Mount mill in 1849. We worked at that time only negroes--nearly all of them slaves. There were two or three issue free negroes. I introduced white labor in 1851. The whites seemed to think it humiliating to work in a cotton mill and I had much difficulty in getting them to go in. The mill was still making coarse yarns, 4's to 12's, put up in five pound bundles for the country trade--this was woven by country women on hand looms. I found the negroes to do pretty well on these coarse products, but the owners of the slaves began to object to their working in the mill and I substituted whites as soon as I could. 16

James S. Battle died in 1854, and his son William S. Battle became the owner of the mill property three years later. He served as a member of the North Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1861 which voted for the secession of North Carolina from the Union. 17 He also continued to run his father's large plantation and in 1860 he constructed for his residence the magnificent villa in Tarboro. (The house is on the National Register of Historic Places). On the eve of the Civil War the Battle Mills were producing yarn valued at $55,200 annually, using 1716 spindles and 28 men and 22 women workers. The operation also included a cotton gin, a gristmill, and a sawmill. 18

During the Civil War the Great Falls mill played an important role in providing the state and the Confederacy with war supplies of cotton products. As the Union blockade tightened and the flow of outside supplies diminished, its products became
increasingly more important.

Because of the plant's vital role as a Confederate wartime industry, the commander of the Union forces which held New Bern in July, 1863, dispatched a raiding party of cavalry to move on Rocky Mount and destroy the mill. The raiders burned the cotton mill, along with the gin, the grist and saw mills, and store houses. But the superintendent, named Crowder and himself a northerner, persuaded the troops not to burn the Battle house.

Following the war in 1865, William S. Battle constructed a new brick mill on the site of the burned one. The new facility contained 28 looms, 1600 spindles, and other machinery. When operating at full capacity it could process about 1,200 yards of shirting and 500 pounds of cotton yarn. About 50 workers were employed there.

In 1869 the cotton factory once again burned. According to local tradition a disgruntled employee was responsible for setting it on fire. Battle rebuilt the plant again, and in 1871 increased the number of spindles to 3,000 and the looms to 100. During the lean years of Reconstruction, however, the mill failed to gain a strong financial footing. Battle was forced to use much of the plant's capital in order to meet his debts resulting, in part, from his large loss of slaves as a result of the war.19

He attempted to strengthen the mill operation by incorporation and selling stock to investors. In 1874 the State Legislature granted the firm a charter and Battle and his two sons were incorporators. The legislature reenacted the company's charter in 1876 and two years later William S. Battle was elected president of the corporation. He owned all the capital stock except the qualifying shares given to his two sons. The mills, however, did not revive and Battle went bankrupt.

Investors failed to furnish the mill with the necessary new capital and in 1883 the financially embarrassed Battle assigned his stock in the company to his trustees and thereby relinquished control of the mill. The property left the hands of the Battle family for the first time in sixty years.20

Like many areas in the agricultural South, however, North Carolina was to experience a new industrial growth in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. This regional metamorphosis has been called the industrial birth of the "New South" and the growth of the Rocky Mount cotton mill in the period reflected the effects of the new movement.21

In 1885 the trustees of the company met and reorganized the company under the name Rocky Mount Mills. Although the Battle family was no longer the controlling interest in the enterprise, Thomas H. Battle, a lawyer and great grandson of Joel Battle, worked out an operating plan that was acceptable to the company's creditors. According to the plan these creditors were given stock in the company in settlement of their claims. Thomas H. Battle was elected secretary of the corporation.
A year later the company hired James H. Ruffin, an experienced mill man from Lowell, Massachusetts, as superintendent, and his efforts were invaluable in restoring productivity to the factory. The largest stockholder at this time was Paul C. Cameron, a leading antebellum planter and postwar industrialist, whose son Benefan Cameron, was later president of Rocky Mount Mills in 1891. The wealthy Cameron and other stockholders used their influence to obtain loans to bolster the mill's capital.22

By 1887 the mill was in full operation, running twelve hours a day, and it began implementing a six percent depreciation reserve to cover wear and tear on machinery. In the following year the number of spindles was increased from 3,500 to 6,000 and there were 200 looms. Thomas H. Battle was elected company president. In 1889 a second mill building was added, the number of spindles grew to 10,000, the ginning of cotton and grinding of corn were discontinued, and automatic sprinklers and electric lights were installed. A school was also started by the company for the children of employees, and a spur line was completed connecting the mill with the Wilmington and Weldon Railroad, thereby greatly facilitating shipping for the firm.

In 1892 the company bought additional equipment and increased the number of spindles to 25,000 and added 7,000 twister spindles but abandoned its looms in order to concentrate upon spinning yarn. In April of that year the corporation paid its first dividend since reorganization. The mill owners could also boast of a new auxiliary steam plant to supplement the factory's water power. In 1893 the growing mill village where employees were housed was incorporated as the town of Rocky Mount Mills. A third mill building was added the following year.23

These employees suffered a number of hardships as cotton factory workers including long hours and small wages. Many of them were victims of malaria which was common in the low country around the mill. James Ruffin frequently referred to the loss of production due to malaria among the workers and observed that they often lacked "snap and vigor. Sanitary conditions in the village also were poor and led to bad health. In 1896, however, health conditions improved when running water was installed in the village and the mill, and a company doctor was hired. Automatic humidifiers installed three years later helped somewhat in checking the floating lint which the workers breathed into their lungs.

In 1898 James Ruffin retired from Rocky Mount Mills and Thomas Battle was elected treasurer. R. H. Ricks became president.

After the turn of the century there was a significant improvement in conditions for the mill workers. In 1902 the management abolished the company store and credit system which kept many of the mill hands in debt to the company. "When the credit system comes up," declared Thomas H. Battle, "the store is a source of endless demoralization and the Mills will be better off even though the store has made a good profit." In 1902 the mill reduced its work week from 72 to 66 hours. (It was reduced further to 60 hours in 1912.) In 1911 all tenement houses were rescreened and indoor plumbing installed and two years
later they were equipped with electric lights and gas. 24

World War I made greater demands on the mill for cotton products for use by the armed forces. In 1927 the town of Rocky Mount Mills and the City of Rocky Mount merged. Conditions improved even more for workers at the plant in the 1920s and 1930s. Work week hours were cut further to 55 hours in 1929 and 48 hours in 1933. The Great Depression brought a degree of hardship to both capital and labor; nevertheless, the owners of Rocky Mount Mills supported the Federal Wage and Hour Act in 1935. Four years later an increase in the minimum wage for the cotton textile industry was proposed by the Federal government, and Hyman L. Battle, treasurer and manager of Rocky Mount Mills, appeared before a hearing held by the Wage and Hour Administration and argued in favor of the proposed 32 1/2¢ per hour minimum wage. At that time he proclaimed that he "wanted to correct the idea that all Southern textile men are against the recommended rate." Employee benefits including health insurance, a mutual welfare association, and canteen fund were created in the 1930s-1940s.

Industrial production increased drastically during World War II, and the Rocky Mount Mills devoted ninety-five percent of its output to supplying yarn to be used in the production of war supplies including everything from caps to pistol belts. The Battle family remained active in the running of the plant throughout the war, and Kemp D. Battle served as vice president of the company. 26

Since the conclusion of World War II the Rocky Mount Mills have grown and expanded their facilities and now produce a variety of textile products. But still standing amid the new buildings are the three structures of 1870, 1889, and 1894. From the riverside of the mill, the stone foundations of an antebellum mill are also visible as well as the early mill race, dam, and shaft opening. The 1835 house of Benjamin D. Battle continues to house the company's main office.


5. Fourth Census of the United States, 1820: Edgecombe County, Manufacturing Schedule.


8. Tarboro Free Press as quoted in Rocky Mount Mills, p. 15.


10. Edgecombe County Estate Records, Joel Battle, 1829, Archives, N. C. Division of Archives and History.


12. Raleigh Register as quoted in Rocky Mount Mills, p. 17.


17. Edgecombe County Will Book, James S. Battle, 1854, Archives, N. C. Division of Archives and History, Raleigh.
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across Falls Road, curving south past Falls Road back toward River Drive to a point southwest of the warehouses, proceeding 591.11 feet from an iron stake by the east bank of the Tar River to another iron stake on the north side of River Drive to the southeast.
Rocky Mount Mills
Nash County

Along NC 43-48 (Falls Road), south of the Tar River, north and east of River Road, in northwest Rocky Mount.

Approximately 20.26 acres
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